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'toly’s Jennifer Jeffrey (left) and Lael Perlstrom stretch to block 
Fresno shot In Monday’s loss to the Bulldogs. See story, page 6.
Senate looks at new major
Manufacturing engineering may combine three disciplines
By Brad Hamilton 
Staff Writer
The Academic Senate passed 
along a proposal for a new en­
gineering major at its Tuesday 
meeting.
The Academic Senate gave 
Cal Poly’s Budgetary Committee 
the industrial engineering 
department’s proposal for offer­
ing a manufacturing engineer­
ing degree.
The proposal would combine 
the existing manufacturing 
processes and welding technol­
ogy concentrations of the eri- 
gineering technology depart­
ment with the manufacturing 
concentration of the industrial 
engineering department.
The three overlapping con­
centrations would be stream­
lined into one strong program, 
according to a report by the in­
dustrial engineering depart­
ment. The manufacturing en­
gineering major is designed to 
complement the industrial en­
gineering major.
The proposed manufacturing 
engineering major would offer a 
bachelor of science degree.
Manufacturing engineering 
is a branch of engineering that 
applies scientific and mathe­
matical principles to the 
manufacturing process. The
SLO loses its ‘safety net’
By Krystn Shrieve
Staff writer
Serving the needs of all resi­
dents regardless of their ability 
to pay, San Luis Obispo General 
Hospital is called by some people 
as their true safety net.
But the building must be shut 
down because it fails to meet 
building codes. If county resi­
dents vote in favor of Measure F, 
however, a $50 million general 
obligation bond will allow the 
county to build or purchase a 
new facility.
Some favor closing General 
and contracting out acute care 
services.
Phil Wolfe, the chief executive 
officer (CEO) at Sierra Vista 
Regional Hospital, and Tom 
Celerno, the CEO at French 
Hospital, say both their hospitals 
are willing and able to absorb 
the expected increase in patient 
load when General closes its 
doors.
Jeff Hamm, the principal ad­
ministrative analyst for San Luis 
Obispo County, said French and 
Sierra Vista could easily accom­
modate the patients from 
General.
Nancy S teinm ann, who 
directs marketing and public 
relations at General, said non­
profit hospitals have a different
The Great
HOSPITAL
Debate
Having no county hospital would 
hurt women, commission reports
By Krystn Shrieve 
Staff Writer
After performing an 11-month 
study, the San Luis Obispo 
County Commission on the 
Status of Women told the County 
Board of Supervisors Tuesday it 
unanimously supported the con­
tinued operation of a county- 
owned, public hospital.
Carol McBirnie, a member of 
the commission, said the mem­
bers began researching the issue 
concerning the possible closure of
General Hospital in Nov. 1991.
“Our original goal was to 
provide additional information to 
the public,” she said.
“After doing some research, 
we began to feel very strongly 
that closing the hospital would 
be a big mistake. Only then did 
we decide to actually take a posi­
tion.”
McBirnie said the commission 
found that no one had addressed 
the issue of how closing the 
hospital would affect women in 
See BOARD, page 14
proposal indicated that no new 
courses or additional faculty 
would be required.
The new major is scheduled 
to be included in the 1994-96 
catalog.
Several senators at the meet­
ing voiced concern about the 
possibility of additional costs 
created by the new program.
Jo Anne Freeman, industrial 
engineering department chair, 
helped draft the proposal. She 
said she believes the new 
program will not pose any addi­
tional costs.
The Budgetary Committee 
will conduct a study to deter­
mine financing for the proposal.
The manufacturing engineer­
ing curriculum would be com­
prised primarily of existing in­
dustrial engineering courses 
and modified engineering tech­
nology manufacturing processes 
courses.
The technology courses 
would be improved by increas­
ing their analytical content. The 
progfram has been proposed to 
increase efficiency and improve 
the quality of the industrial en­
gineering programs.
It is a response to an interna­
tional trend which has recog­
nized manufacturing engineer­
ing as a separate professional 
category.
“Manufacturing engineering 
is a distinct academic discipline 
that requires its own identity 
and emphasis,” said manufac­
turing professor Archie Cheda.
“It would not be responsive to 
state and national needs to 
treat manufacturing engineer­
ing merely as a concentration 
within another discipline.”
Research shows there is a 
growing need for college-edu­
cated manufacturing engineers 
to increase manufacturing ef­
ficiency and quality, Cheda said.
“Over one in six of the com­
panies interviewing on campus 
during Winter Quarter 1992 
were seeking manufacturing en­
gineering professionals,” Cheda 
added.
A graduate with a manufac­
turing engineering degree would 
typically be employed in the 
areas of process engineering, 
m anufacturing automation, 
quality engineering and equip­
ment engineering, according to 
the report.
The proposal indicated that 
only one accredited program ex­
ists in the state, at Cal Poly 
Pomona.
Ten exist in the nation, four 
of them west of the Mississippi 
River.
The anticipated enrollment is 
96.
Today: If General closes, what 
will happen to its patients and  
programs?
way of doing business.
“It’s not appropriate to have a 
two-tier health system,” she said. 
“%u can’t treat the rich dif­
ferently than the poor. That’s 
garbage. T hat’s not what 
America is all about. At General 
Hospital, we treat everybody the 
same and I think the patients 
can feel that.”
Wolfe said all patients are 
treated with the same amount of 
care at Sierra Vista, and said the 
only difference between Sierra 
Vista and General Hospital is 
that privately-run hospitals pay 
taxes.
“As far as the quality of care, 
there is absolutely no difference 
between Sierra Vista and 
General,” he said. “Our main 
mission is to provide services.
“When somebody comes into 
our emergency room, we treat
See HOSPITAL, page 13
New face in the race
Huffington emphasizes education, 
‘independence’ from party politics
E d ito r ’s note: M ustang
D a ily  in v ite d  bo th  c a n ­
d ida tes  vying for the 22nd  
C on gressional D is tr ic t  to  
m eet w ith  i ts  e d i to r ia l  
b o a rd . D e m o c r a tic  c o n ­
ten der G loria O choa’s in ter­
view  was pub lish ed  in the 
D aily on Septem ber 30.
By Annie Brinan
and Kristie McCall
Staff Writers ___  ________
Calling himself an “inde­
pendent” Republican, congres­
sional candidate Michael Huf­
fington said he puts the needs 
of America above partisan 
politics.
“I vote what I think is ap­
propriate,” he said.
Huffington defeated 18-year 
incumbent Bob Lagomarsino in 
the June primaries and is run­
ning against Democrat Gloria 
Ochoa for the 22nd congres­
sional district seat.
Huffington expressed his in­
dependence on a number of is­
sues in a Tuesday interview 
with Mustang Daily.
“Education has got to be a 
number one priority,” he said.
He said education used to be 
a high priority, but that is not 
the case in the United States 
today.
Tb relieve the problem, Huf- 
fingfton suggests the allocation 
of more scholarships and stu­
dent loans. He said rebuilding 
the educational system for the 
younger generation is impera­
tive and emphasized the impor­
tance of paying back student 
loans.
Huffington also stressed the 
importance of strong elemen­
tary and high school education­
al systems. Allocating more 
money for individual school dis­
tricts and fostering a larger 
parental role in education are 
ways to solve existing problems, 
he said. /
In réponse to Gov. Pete Wil­
son’s education cuts, Huffington
I he would like to see more
ley put into schools.
“(But) I would (also) like to 
see money allocated for voca­
tional training,” Huffington 
said. “By supporting the trade 
industry, the decline in the 
manufacturing sector would be 
alleviated,” he added.
Sec HLFHNGTON, page 12
INSIDE N a tio nReaction as the dust settles from Tuesday’s Quayle^Gore verbal 
joust / p a g e  th re e
O p in io n
Guest columnist Dave Gross says 
today’s students are simply lost in 
space / p a g e  fo u r
A r ts & E n te r ta in m e n t
Linnea’s displays ‘A rt For Life’ in 
an attempt to advance awareness 
of A ID S  / p a g e  s e v e n
M u s ta n g  D aily
J^W ORLD ^ N a t io n ES TA TE
China blasts U.S. measure Tyson turning into prison 
letting students stay in U.S. ‘book worm,’ minister says
BEIJING (AP) — China on Wednesday sharply 
criticized a new U.S. law that will let thousands of 
Chinese students stay in the United States if they face 
persecution at home.
“The allegation that it is ‘unsafe’ for them to return to 
China and that they face ‘political persecution’ is simply 
untenable,” the state-run Xnhua News Agency quoted an 
unidentified Foreign Ministry spokesman as saying.
The law is “absolutely unacceptable to the Chinese 
side” and “obstructs the return of Chinese students,” the 
spokesman said.
President Bush signed a bill last week that would let 
70,000 Chinese students stay permanently in the United 
States if conditions in China do not permit their safe 
return by the middle of 1993.
China has tried to lure back students from abroad to 
help implement its modernization and economic reform 
plans. T^e government has promised perks for returning 
students and amnesty for those who supported the 
democracy movement, but only if they do not lobby for 
political reform.
Shen Tbng, a student leader of the 1989 Tiananmen 
Square democracy movement, was arrested in Beijing on 
Sept. 1, hours before he planned to announce the opening 
of a Beijing branch of the Democracy for China Fund.
Former hostages file lawsuit 
against Iran for $600 million
NORRISTOWN, Pa. (AP) — Former hostages Joseph 
Cicippio and David Jacobsen today announced a lawsuit 
seeking $600 million of Iran’s frozen assets on grounds 
its government sponsored “commercial terrorism.”
The civil suit was to be filed today in U.S. District 
Court in Washington, D.C., their lawyers said.
Cicippio and Jacobsen said today that if they were 
successful, they would share any proceeds with fellow 
hostages and families of slain hostages.
“This isn’t anything we want for ourselves, but for all 
the hostages,” Cicippio said at a news conference in Nor­
ristown, his family’s longtime hometown. “We have to let 
Iran know that this has to hurt in their own pocketbook.”
PLAINFIELD, Ind. (AP) — Mike Tyson is concentrat­
ing on books, not boxing, as he settles in to prison life, his 
minister says.
“He’s making the best of the opportunity to find him­
self as an individual, not as Mike Tyson the boxer,” the 
Rev. Charles Williams said this week.
Williams is president of Indiana Black Expo, which 
sponsored the boxer’s trip to Indianapolis last year.
Tyson was convicted of raping a contestant in the Miss 
Black America pageant during that visit.
He was sentenced in March to six years in prison and 
won’t be eligible for parole until 1995.
Tyson’s reading list includes books by black poet Maya 
Angelou; Prances Cress-Welsing, who writes about the 
origins of racism; and Arthur Thomas, who writes about 
black leaders.
“He’s never had the time to read,” said Williams.
Springsteen passes Tacoma 
picket line to play for 16,000
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — Bruce Springsteen, who 
champions blue-collar themes in his music, went ahead 
with a concert despite a picket line set up by striking city 
workers.
“I know a lot of you folks came a long way so tonight 
I’m committed to be up on this stage and rock this place,” 
Springsteen told his audience Tuesday night.
Springsteen and his band were ushered into the 
Tacoma Dome via a back entrance, avoiding contact with 
the 200 pickets, some carrying signs that read, 
“Springsteen’s ‘Scabs Across America Tour.”*
More than 16,000 people paid $25 to attend the con­
cert, dome director Jay Green said.
More than a third of the city’s 2,800 workers are stay­
ing away from work to support a week-old strike by 211 
clerical workers for higher pay.
Union members said they were disappointed that 
Springsteen didn’t honor their line.
“I figure he’s just a businessman,” said Marty Miller, a 
city lineman. “The blue-collar thing is just his schtick.”
New Sacramento law gives 
rights to unmarried couples
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Sacramento City Council has 
approved a domestic partnership ordinance that gives 
legal recognition to unmarried couples, including those of 
the same sex.
“I’ve seen this for a long time as a fairness issue,” said 
outgoing Mayor Anne Rudin, who introduced the law, “It 
recognizes that ... the city and relationships are chang­
ing.”
“Essentially, this is an extension of the rights many of 
us have fought for,” said Mayor-elect Joe Serna. “It recog­
nizes diversity in what has become new family (arrange­
ments).”
The council Tuesday voted 7-2 for the ordinance, 
which is modeled after a San Francisco law.
The new law allows any two people to register with 
the city as domestic partners if they are at least 18 years 
old, are not blood relatives, live together and share basic 
expenses. They would pay a $10 filing fee.
The law requires employers to grant unpaid leaves, 
such as bereavement leaves, if they also grant such 
leaves for spouses. Hospitals must give domestic partners 
the same rights to visit patients as spouses. I^mestic 
partners must also be treated as family in lease or rental 
agreements.
Chino Hills considers ‘one 
of toughest’ smoking bans
CHINO HILLS (AP) — Smoking was still legal Wed­
nesday in all three bars in Chino Hills.
A marathon City Council meeting Tuesday night 
failed to produce a smoking ban that proponents touted 
as one of the toughest in the nation.
After listening to 57 speakers, the five-member council 
tabled the ban proposal for up to 45 days. During that 
time, two council members will meet with business 
leaders to find a “politically acceptable compromise,” said 
Jim Thalman, the council’s lone smoker and the only one 
who opposed the proposal at its first reading.
The proposal would have banned smoking in all 
enclosed buildings except homes, hotels and motels 
(there are no hotels and motels in the city).
JOB! $10/HR PLUS $1,000 COMMISSION^  GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR TALENTED, •  PERSISTENT SALESPERSON
JOB!
JOB!
I  have twenty years of experience as a business advisor to small professional service firms (architects, engineers, and 
consultants), I work with the presidents of the firms 
to help them run the businesses more profitably. In 
the last twenty years I have worked with 35 firms. 
These companies typically range in size from 20 to 
150 employees. 1 am paid $350/hr to provide this 
advice.
One weakness all my clients have in com­
mon is collecting the money owed them by their 
clients. Time and again I have created a program, 
trained and supervised a person on the staffs of my 
clients to collect their bills. Uniformly, this results 
in a dramatic improvement in collections.
Now, I am founding a new company to 
provide this receivable collection service for com­
panies outside my consulting business. I need YOU
to help me sell this service to professional service 
firms throughout the West Coast. You will do your 
selling entirely by phone; I will close the deals in 
person.
If you are interested in a part time job 
helping me sell this new service, please provide 
me with the following information:
• 1. A chronological resume with all work and 
educational experience
• 2. A written summary giving a clear explana­
tion of what skills and experience would make 
you a good person for this job
• 3. A cassette audio tape of less than 5 minutes 
length giving me a sales presentation of why I 
should hire you
Q.nlv applicants who submit all 3 items listed 
above will be considerpfj, I can't wait to talk 
with you so we can work together to make this 
new service a successful growing business.
• 1 6 6  L o s  C e r r o s  • S a n  L u i s  O b i s p o  • C A  9 3 4 0 5
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Post-V.P. debate polls yield conflicting results
TV networks show Gore did best job,
but Quayle’s performance helps Bush
NEW YORK (AP) — Vice 
President Dan Quayle’s duel 
with Democratic Sen. A1 Gore 
doesn’t seem to have cost him 
any support, according to instant 
post-debate polls by two 
television networks.
Gore was called a winner by 
38 percent of viewers and Quayle 
by 35 percent, with 17 percent 
calling it a tie in a poll taken by 
ABC just after Tuesday’s vice
presidential debate in Atlanta. 
Gore’s three-point advantage 
was within the poll’s margin of 
error.
A poll for “Dateline NBC” 
found 50 percent of debate 
viewers thought Gore “did the 
best job,” compared with 32 per­
cent for Quayle. Adm. James 
Stockdale, the independent can­
didate, trailed with 7 percent in 
NBC’s poll. Only 2 percent called
him a winner in ABC’s poll.
ABC surveyed 624 registered 
voters who already had been 
polled Sunday and Monday on 
their presidential preference. 
Fewer were undecided after the 
debate, but the standings did not 
change much: 47 percent for Bill 
Clinton, 38 percent for President 
Bush and 12 percent for Ross 
Perot.
Quayle not only helped his 
ticket more than Gore did, but 
the 35 percent who thought he 
won compared favorably with the 
18 percent who thought Bush
won after Sunday’s leadoff 
debate. The 38 percent who 
thought Gore won could be inter­
preted as a disappointment be­
cause it fell well below Clinton’s 
share of the presidential 
preference, said ABC polling 
director Jeff Alderman.
In the NBC poll of 623 adult 
debate viewers, 38 percent said 
they thought more favorably of 
Quayle, 37 percent less favorably 
and 21 percent had no change of 
mind. Gíore’s ratio was better: 46 
percent more favorable, 26 per­
cent less favorable.
Most of those polled by NBC 
said the debate had some effect 
on their likelihood of voting for 
each of the three tickets, al­
though many analysts doubt that 
a vice presidential debate has 
that pwwer.
Those saying they were more 
likely to vote for Bush-Quayle 
were 29 percent, to 49 percent 
less likely. The Clinton-Gore 
split was 46 percent more likely, 
33 percent less likely. For Perot- 
Stockdale it was 14 percent more 
likely, 56 percent less likely.
GOP leaders losing hope of Bush election victory
WASHINGTON (AP) — 
Halfway through the debates 
and three weeks from Election 
Day, many political analysts 
believe the presidential race is 
essentially over and Bill Clinton 
has won.
GOP leaders across the 
country say it will take a bolt of 
lightning for President Bush to 
win and suggest his only shot 
may be to follow Vice President 
Dan Quayle’s lead and be more 
combative.
“America has decided. It’s 
Clinton,” said Henry Graff, 
presidential historian at Colum­
bia University. He cites trends in 
Gallup Polls going back to 1936 
to bolster this assertion.
On the eve of the second 
presidential debate, GOP ad­
visers seemed hard pressed to 
suggest what Bush could do to 
turn things around.
The GOP party line was 
repeated Wednesday with dif­
ferent degrees of enthusiasm by
Republicans: Bush should follow 
his vice president’s example and 
step up his attack on Clinton’s 
character and trustworthiness.
Dan Quayle, in Tuesday’s vice 
presidential debate, repeatedly 
suggested that Clinton was in­
capable of telling the truth.
“If George Bush runs too com­
bative a campaign, he’s going to 
be seen as too negative and his 
own negatives are going to go 
up,” said Stuart Rothenberg, a 
Republican who publishes a 
non-partisan political newsletter.
Clinton is so far ahead in the 
polls “he has reached the comfort 
level,” said Rothenberg. “We are 
poised for a substantial Clinton 
win.”
Clinton is “running away with 
the election,” said Thomas Hop­
per, state GOP chairman in Ten­
nessee. “The president needs to 
be very tough and very specific, 
because Clinton’s message is 
selling.”
“Lightning would be helpful,”
Analysts say president needs to go on the offensive; 
Clinton’s lead in polls puts him beyond ‘comfort’ level
said Richard Schwarm, Iowa
GOP chairman. Short of generat­
ing heavenly bolts. Bush’s best 
hope may be to try to wear Clin­
ton down with repeated body 
blows, Schwarm caid.
Bush is about 6 points down 
in Iowa. That’s better than na­
tionally, but “at this point I’ll 
have to concede that things 
aren’t going as well as they 
should be,” Schwarm said.
Republicans have long since 
written off California and Illinois 
and Bush is way behind in the 
traditional battleground states of 
Ohio, New Jersey and Michigan.
Graff, the presidential his­
torian at Columbia, says history 
suggests that the race usually 
begins to firm up by Labor Day 
and that polls taken after mid- 
September almost always ac­
curately reflect the outcome.
Graff projects that Clinton 
will win by alx)ut 11 points.
The most recent Gallup poll 
shows Clinton at 48 percent. 
Bush at 33 and Perot at 12.
“No one has closed that large 
a gap and come back to win in 
the history of the poll,” said 
Prank Newport, editor-in-chief of 
the Gallup Poll.
He noted that Ronald Reagan 
in 1980 was down 4 points in 
mid-October, and 8 points in late 
October and came back to win. 
No one has come back from more 
than an 8-point deficit in the 
poll’s history, Newport said.
In the famous 1948 election 
that Bush likes to cite as his own 
model of a come-from-behind vic­
tory, Harry Truman was just 5 
points down in mid-October, 
Newport said. /
“Is it possible for Bush to 
stage a comeback? It’s not out of 
the question that the gap could 
be closed, but it would be a new 
record,” Newport said.
GOP pollster Ed Goeas said 
Quayle’s approach puts new 
focus on Clinton’s character and 
turns on “some light at the end of 
the tunnel” when “it had looked 
like the lights were out.”
Conservative activist Richard 
Viguerie said the president 
“seems determined to go down in 
flames.” As a Republican, 
Viguerie said he still feels 
obligated to bet on Bush. “But I 
wouldn’t use my own money,” he 
added.
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LAUGH OLYMPICS
2-4 PM Amphitheater Lawn
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OCTOBER 17
HOMECOMING PARADE 
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TAILGATE PARTY 
5-7p.m. Poly Grove 
GAME AGAINST 
SAC STATE 
7p.m. Mustang Stadium
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Today’s student: lost in space
X 'M
If you’re standing on the 
Moon and you drop a ballpoint 
pen, will it fall to the ground, 
float away, or just float in place 
where it is?
If you don’t know the answer, 
you’re not alone. One quarter of 
American undergraduate science 
students can’t answer correctly, 
either.
A group of graduate students 
at Iowa State University gave 
that question as a quiz to their 
lower-division science students. 
According to Jonathan Partee, 
who announced the results 
through an international com­
puter network, “ of 168 people 
taking the quiz, 48 missed the 
question.” That’s well over one 
out of every four students.
I’he correct answer, of course, 
is that the pen will fall down to 
the surface of the Moon under 
the same gravitational pull that 
allowed astronauts to walk on 
the Moon without bouncing 
away, as well as allowing their 
spacecraft to orbit the Moon and 
then land on its surface. It’s an 
elementary concept of physics — 
almost common sense. Except 
that it turns out not to be very 
common at all.
“Unfortunately, this is not an 
Iowa State thing,” Partee said. 
“The results of this quiz would be 
the same at any university in the 
nation. We extended our sample 
size (unscientifically) outside 
Iowa State to the general public 
and found that a significant 
number of those people got the 
question wrong also.”
In fact, Partee reports that a 
number of people have sent him 
electronic-mail messages after he 
reported the results of his quiz, 
and that about one-third of those 
messages have been from people 
asking “what the correct answer 
was.”
“If you realize that a large 
percentage of the people who 
don’t know are going to be too
By Dave Gross
embarrassed to ask, you can see 
how big the problem really is,” 
Partee mourns.
Strangely, before the quiz stu­
dents were shown a film clip 
showing an astronaut dropping a 
feather and a hammer on the 
Earth and then doing the same 
thing on the Moon. This clip is 
designed to show that objects fall 
at the same rate whatever their 
mass (barring air-resistance), 
but should also have shown con­
clusively that objects do fall on 
the Moon just as they fall on the 
Earth. The students must have 
seen this with their own eyes — 
but they still refused to believe.
Some students, when asked to 
explain their answers, rewrote 
the laws of physics in amusing 
ways. “A body that is at rest 
tends to stay at rest, plus there’s 
no gravity,” was one engineering 
student’s attempt to explain why 
the pen would just float above 
the ground.
Others figured out that the 
pen would fall; they were just a 
little confused as to the direction: 
“The gravity of the Earth will 
pull it more than that of the 
Moon, so it wall float toward 
Earth.”
Others had even stranger 
ideas about basic physics con­
cepts.
“Theoretically, it should float 
away because it has no mass,” 
one student wrote. “Gravity does 
not pull the pen towards the sur­
face at a great enough rate to 
make it fall; however, it does 
have enough force to keep it 
floating, and ultimately it will 
drift away.”
Actually, more than one-third 
of those who answered wrong 
stated explicitly their belief that 
the Moon exerts no gravitational 
attraction whatsoever.
“There is no gravitational 
force on the Moon,” one student 
wrote, to the retroactive alarm of 
Neil Armstrong. “The pen there­
fore has no weight, so its mass 
has no effect on where it goes.” 
The student added, “Plus, you 
know, there is no wind to blow 
the pen up there!”
Everybody has their own 
favorite theory, I suppose, as to 
why there is so much widespread 
ignorance about how the 
universe functions. Dan Quayle 
will blame Murphy Brown. 
George Bush will blame Lyndon 
Johnson. Bill Clinton wall blame 
George Bush and Dan Quayle. 
Ross Perot will claim to have no 
experience dropping things on 
the Moon.
Some people have mentioned 
the effect of the popular media, 
including one commercial that 
shows a lunar astronaut looking 
on helplessly as his luggage inex­
plicably floats away from the 
moon’s surface.
Personally, my favorite theory 
is that the educational system is 
fond of giving students small, 
predigested facts to memorize in­
stead of concepts to learn. Educa­
tion without context is the rule, 
not the exception, in education at 
all levels. Memorizing facts is no 
substitute for understanding 
concepts — but it’s the best way 
to increase your grade-point 
average.
That certainly isn’t the defini­
tive answer, though. It’s just the 
best one I can come up wdtH right 
now. Maybe th ings went 
downhill when Dan Quayle was 
appointed NASA czar. Or maybe 
today’s students are just lost in 
space.
As far as I’m concerned, ig­
norance of the laws of physics is 
no excuse.
Dave Gros a 
science senior.
IS com puter
L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D IT O R
Parts of Constitution ‘out of date’
The portions of the U.S. Constitution that make it the most 
emulated government document in the world are the parts that 
wdll never become obsolete. Ideas like freedom of speech, 
separation of government powers, and religious freedom and 
tolerance are just as important today as they were when the 
Constitution was ratified.
However, many of the ideas of colonial America are now 
hopelessly out of date, as Mr. Hartlaub so eloquently pointed 
out (Mustang Daily, Oct. 13). For example, at the time the 
founding fathers were inking the Constitution, the idea of 
women, blacks, or even 18-year-old males without land having 
the right to vote was as unbelievable as the thought of men 
walking on the moon or Boxcar Willie selling 35 million albums 
in Europe.
Mr. Grinold’s comments on Article II were simply absurd. 
At the time of the Revolutionary War, the success of the U.S. 
military was critically dependent on the ability of U.S. citizens 
to bring their own weapons (which they were already trained 
to use) to the field of battle. I cannot believe that even 
Charlton Heston would argue that the threat of all the hunting 
rifles in the United States had anything to do with Gorbachev’s 
decision to end Communism. The impressive showing of the 
U.S. military in Desert Storm had absolutely nothing to do 
with the ability of the U.S. soldiers to bring their own guns. All 
of the weapons were provided by the U.S. military.
The ability to accurately fire a handgun has very little to do 
with the ability to accurately fire a Patriot missile. The Second 
Amendment should be viewed in the same light as the horse 
and buggy; a quaint way for tourists to travel from Apple Farm 
to downtown, but not a viable means of transportation for the 
masses of 1992. The Second Amendment should likewise be 
relegated to its place in history and not remain part of the 
working document that is the backbone of the U.S. Govern­
ment.
Mark Sisson 
Civil Engineering
Student upset at Daily coverage
Tb the editor of Mustang Daily:
Regarding the Oct. 1 article entitled, “Library Tales: 
Stranger Things Have Happened.” The first paragraph read, 
“During the summer the talk on campus was of a man who al­
legedly ejaculated on a sleeping woman in the library.”
Well, I am this woman, and there was nothing alleged about 
it! It really happened to me and it was quite frightening.
I was disgusted and appalled when the story of what hap­
pened to me was run in the Daily the following Thursday (and 
the Thursday after that and the Thursday after that). I was 
disgusted when I learned that the investigators who looked 
into the case did not speak with anyone regarding the incident 
— yet the Daily reported it as if both investigators discussed 
the case openly!
I don’t know what is being taught here at Poly in the Jour­
nalism Department, but I am sure that the reporters who 
wrote these articles will have great careers working for papers 
like "rhe Star” or the “The National Enquirer.” Where did they 
get their facts?
The thing that upsets me the most is, I feel your reporters 
have no concept of human feelings. Getting the story out is 
most important, right? — no matter who it hurts. I am a real 
person with real feelings. I felt and still feel upset, disgusted 
and hurt by what happened. I was afraid to go into the library 
for quite some time. I was a victim.
I r’on’t think you realize how hard it is for me to pick up the 
Daily and two months later read about what happened to me. 
Tbll your reporters they can drop it now — the sensationalism 
has worn off and I’m tired of reading about it.
I’d like this printed in the Daily. I think the students, facul­
ty and staff have a right to know that you can’t believe every­
thing you read. Tell your reporters to get the facts straight and 
report them accurately — that’s what it’s all about — or is it?
A Victim of the Daily 
(Name withheld)
Editors note: Mustang Daily stands behind the judgment and 
accuracy in its reporters’ work.
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Police handcuff student in case of mistaken identity
____  Officer says he apologized; student says otherwiseBy Brad HamiltonStaff W riter___
A case of mistaken identity 
has led a Cal Poly student to 
question the tactics used by the 
San Luis Obispo Police Depart­
ment when identifying criminal 
suspects.
Jason Miller, an ornamental 
horticulture senior, said he was 
walking with a friend on 
Fredericks Street on Oct. 4 when 
police Officer Robert Albertson 
pulled his patrol car alongside 
the curb.
Miller said Albertson stepped 
out of the patrol car, told Miller 
to place his hands behind his 
back and proceeded to handcuff 
him. He said the officer then 
asked for identification.
Albertson said after correctly 
identifying Miller, he was un­
cuffed.
“Ill give the cop the benefit of
the doubt,” Miller said. “I hadn’t 
shaven. (Albertson) said I have 
the same build and same brown 
hair.”
Miller said it was the idea of 
being handcuffed before Al­
bertson knew who he was that 
upset him the most.
“He could have asked for iden­
tification instead of assuming,” 
Miller said. “If he would have 
said he was looking for a suspect 
(and asked), ‘Can I see some 
identification?’ That seems fair 
to me.”
Miller said the officer should 
have known he was not the 
suspect when he did not run at 
the sight of the patrol car.
Police Lt. Gary Orback said 
OfBcer Sean Gillhiam and Al­
bertson were responding to a vic­
tim’s call that she was strangled 
by her boyfriend prior to him
trying to steal her car.
Albertson smd the woman, 
who called from a phone booth, 
told him her boyfriend was 
violent and had fought with of- 
ficei’s before.
Based on the woman’s 
description, Albertson said he 
felt he would be dealing with a 
dangerous suspect.
“I want to put this guy in 
restraints to protect everyone 
from iryury and so the he won’t 
run,” Albertson said.
“iRight as I made the corner, 
the first thing I see is a guy with 
a muscular build, no shirt and 
short hair,” he said, which rough­
ly matched Miller’s appearance.
Albertson said he told Miller 
that he was being detained until 
he could identify him. He added 
that after Miller’s true identity 
was known, he uncuffed him and
explained to Miller that he did 
nothing wrong.
“It’s just the way it is some­
tim es,” Albertson said. “I 
apologized and brushed him off 
and sent him on his way. Unfor­
tunately, Jason was in the wrong 
place at the wrong time.”
Orback said, “There is a lot of 
misunderstandings with what 
police officers can stop and 
detain people for. Officers, based 
on certain facts at the time, may 
feel probable cause for arrest.
“In my experience, when an 
officer detains the wrong person, 
the officer will offer an apology,” 
Orback added.
Miller said the officer did not 
apologize to him.
“I did not expect him to 
(apologize) because I have heard 
alx>ut this occurring before,” 
Miller said.
He said he fears complaining
Orback said complaints can 
result in disciplinary action, 
from verbal reprimand to ter­
mination.
to the Police Department because 
it wall attract unwanted atten­
tion to himself.
Orback said most complaints 
are handled when people come 
down to the station and talk to 
the watch commander.
“Most complaints are misper­
ceptions or misunderstandings,” 
Orback said. “If something is 
minor, then the watch com­
mander will handle it.”
A  person also can fill out a 
citizen complaint form, Orback 
said.
If a complaint is not resolved 
there, the complaint goes to the 
chief, who assigns an investiga­
tion. If the investigation settles 
nothing, then it goes to court 
where a judge decides upon the 
complaint.
Have your election results
with breakfast not lunch.
The day after the election, turn to us. We’ll be first with results 
from the nation and state, not to mention all the local races. It’ll 
be a lot of work, but who knows —  maybe we’ll get class credit.
MusevngDaiiy
Watch this space for more.
EXCELLENT 
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING -  $600 - $800 every week 
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NeW York 11230 I  Z
H appy
H our
Strategy:
Saturday Afternoons 
Three Buck Special!
JP Burger 
$ 3 .0 0
Includes: Salad or Fries • Served 11:30-4:00
$  1 . 0 0  B u d  D r a f t
Sunday Night Football
Charlie's Pasta 
4 .9 5
Includes: Salad &  San Luis Sourdough
Served 5:00'9:00 pm
$  1 . 0 0 B u d  D r a f t
It orJy  happens at Charlie's Bar &  G rill!
O t o t  &  M o n t e r e y  S t r e e t s  • 5 4 1 * 1 8 8 S
1) Head down to Woodstock’s with friends;
2) Grab a LARGE order of Hot V  Tasty Wilde Bread
(oven-fresh, seasoned bread strips with tasty dip);
3) Pour yourself a bargain brew;
4) Enjoy...
H appy Hours: 8-11pm Mon-Wed
¡2 price Tap Drinks!!!
LARGE 12" Wilde Bread only 99^ + tax
Hot Quality, Cool Price!
livery
GoQd-’Time Dining 
Quick Pick-up
1000 Higuera St.
Svil-Tliar; 
lla m -la m  
Fri-Sat: 
llam -Sam
41-4420
« “Monthly Special: 
O ctobe^east $9®® 
LARGE 16 '^ Pepperoni 
&  Xtra Cheeeeese Pizza
x> I as: L’topping Pizza l| l lO iO tl V One Topping & Xtra Cheese j j l * * * * * ' ^ o n  any regular-price Pizza! I 
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 jj 1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 I
I Not good with other ofTers; one coupon per pizza; | |  Not good with other coupons, specials or oflers* one! 
I expires KV31/92. | |  coupon per order; expires KV31/92 ’ |
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Toronto wins its first AL crown
TORONTO (AP) — The Tbron- 
to Blue Jays finally learned how 
to win in October and took the 
World Series out of the United 
States for the first time by beat­
ing the Oakland Athletics 9-2 
Wednesday to win the AL 
playoffs.
Juan Guzman did what Jack 
Morris and David Cone could not 
do, winning on three days’ rest, 
to wrap up Game 6. Joe Carter 
and Candy Maldonado made 
Guzman’s second victory of the 
series easier with home runs 
that put 'I\)ronto ahead 6-0 after 
three innings.
Roberto Alomar capped the 
series off with an RBI-single in
Major League Baseball
Wad., Ocl 7 
Oakland 4, Toronto 3
TTiur., Ocl •
Toronto 3, Oakland 1
Sal, Ocl 10 
Toronto 7, Oakland 5
Sun., Od 11
Toronto 7, Oakland 6(11 innings)
Mon., Ocl 12 
Oakland 6, Toronto 2
Wad., Od 14
Toronto 9, Oakland 2 (Toronto wins series 4-2)
National League Playoffs
Tuaa., Od «
Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh t
Wad., Od 7 
Atlanta 13, Pittsburgh 5
Frt, Od t
Pittsburgh 3, Atlanta 2
Sal, Od 10 
Atlanta 6, Pittsburgh 4
Sun., Od 11 
Pittsburgh 7, Atlanta 1
Tuas., Od 13
Pittsburgh 13, Atlanta 4 (series tied 3-3)
Wad., Od 14
Pittsburgh (Drabek 0-2) at Atlanta (Snx>llz 2-0), 
5:26 p.m.
the eighth. He was 11 for 26 in 
the series, tying the record for 
hits in an AL playoff.
The Blue Jays, who lost last 
year’s AL playoffs in five games 
to the M innesota Twins, 
celebrated while watching Game 
7 of the NL playoffs Wednesday 
night between the Pittsburgh 
Pirates and Atlanta Braves.
The World Series will begin 
Saturday at the home of the NL 
champion. Then, on Tuesday 
night, baseball’s big event will 
get some northern exposure for 
the first time when the Blue Jays 
play host to Game 3.
After Ruben Sierra flied out to 
Madonado in left for the final 
out, fireworks exploded beneath 
the closed lid of Sky Dome and 
the Blue Jays mobbed each other 
on the field as fans went wild.
Guzman stopped Oakland on 
one run and five hits for seven 
innings.
The loss for Oakland might 
begin the breakup of the A’s. 
There are 15 potential free 
agents on the Athletics, includ­
ing Dave S tew art, Mark 
McGwire, Sierra and the Game 6 
loser, Mike Moore.
The loss also ended the AL 
West’s domination in the 
playoffs. Oakland and Minnesota 
had combined to win five 
straight pennants since Boston 
won it in 1986.
The game got off to an 
ominous start for Oakland when 
Devon White opened the first in­
ning with a lazy fly to shallow 
left field that Rickey Henderson 
dropped for a two-base error, his
Major League Baseball
World Series Schedule
8«t, Oct 17
Toronoto at NL champ, 5:29 p.m.
Sun., Oct 1«
Toronto at NL champ, 5:29 p.m.
Tuaa., Oct 20 
NL champ at Toronto, 5:26 p.m.
Wad., Oct 21
NL champ at Toronto, 5:26 p.m.
Thur., Oct 22
NL champ at Toronto, 5:26 p.m. (it necessary) 
Sat, Oct 24
Toronto at NL champ, 5:26 p.m. (it necessary) 
Sun., Oct 25
Toronto at NL champ, 5:26 p.m. (if necessary)
third of the series and fifth in his 
playoff career.
One out later. Carter homered 
just over the center field fence.
Maldonado’s second homer of 
the series capped a four-run 
third inning as Tbronto chased 
Moore. Maldonado’s shot went 
424 feet and landed just below 
the glassed-in restaurant that 
overhangs center field.
Guzman did not give up a hit 
until Ibrry Steinbach led off the 
fifth with a single. Oakland 
scored in the sixth on singles by 
Sierra, Harold Baines and 
McGwire, It added another in 
the eighth on a double by Baines, 
who was 11 for 25 in the series, 
and an RBI-single by Steinbach 
off Duane Ward.
In addition to his error, 
Henderson, struck out to end the 
third and fifth innings, both 
times with two runners on. In 
the seventh, Henderson flied out 
to right with a runner on to 
finish the day 0 for 4.
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Halloween!
W e  have  a huge select ion  
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STEVE PIERCE^Mustang Daily
Poly’s Meygan Androvich digs a bail with help from Anna Reategul.
Bulldogs pound Poly
By Brad Hamilton
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly women’s vol­
leyball match Monday night 
against Fresno State was like 
David slinging his stone into the 
forehead of Goliath.
Except in this tale, the stone 
grazed the grant’s nose and
merely upset him.
The Mustangs again missed a 
chance of upsetting a volleyball 
giant when they lost to the 
Bulldogs at Mott Gym, 13-15, 
9-15, 15-12, 9-15.
The non-conference loss 
dropped Cal Poly’s record to 14-6.
SEE VOLLEYBALL, page 12
EYEWEAR FOR THE UNIQUE
Also Offering Some Day Replacemenf on Most 
Soft oncJ Gas Permeable Contact Lenses
Opiometric St'rviies of San Luis Obispo
David A. Schultz, O.D.
Contact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
778 Marsh Street, SLO 543-5200
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Voted best 
deli sandwich 
3 yrs in 
a row!
Free delivery
M -F  l l a m - 2p m
Homemade salads •  Groceries •  Garden Patio Seating
coupon exp. 10/21/92
2 piece Broasted Chicken 
w / potatoes 
and a 20 oz. Soda for
7 0
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Cal Poly Hom ecom ing happens this w eekend
Speakers Forums and Pregame Warm-Up added to raise club revenues and school spirit
By Jackie Jones 
Staff Writer
Cal Poly Homecoming is 
taking place this weekend, and 
those involved are hoping it will 
bring back student and school
spirit lost from Poly Royal,
“We don’t want to say this is 
another Poly Royal, but we want 
that same school enthusiasm and 
some of the revenue raising,” 
said Gina Loduca, a Poly Rep on 
the Homecoming Publicity Com-
'92
H U R S D A Y
KICKOFF
llam-12 pm 
University Union Plaza
A YF......R I D
LAUGH
OLYMPICS
2 - 4pm Ampitheater Lawn
S ..A T U R D A Y
HOMECOMING PARADE
11am Dtmntown SLO
TAILGATE PARTY
5 -7  pm Poly Grove
FOOTBALL GAME
Cal Poly vs. Sac State 
7pm Mustang Stadium
mittee.
Additions have been made to 
Homecoming weekend to better 
involve students, including a 
Pregame Warm-Up organized by 
ASI and Student Life and 
Sp>eaker Forums, sponsored by 
Poly Reps.
In order to give Cal Poly clubs 
and organizations more recogni­
tion and a chance to raise funds, 
a P regam e W arm -Up is 
scheduled for Saturday, from 2 
p.m. to 6:30 p.m., on the Cal Poly 
Dexter lawn, ASÍ President Kris­
tin Burnett said.
Clubs and organizations will 
be allotted space from Student 
Life and Activities to sell t- 
shirts, food and other items. Two 
live bands and the Multicultural 
Club will be performing. Burnett 
said an open house for the Busi­
ness Building will take place at 
the same time.
“'This is a time for clubs to 
make up for Poly Royal’s lost 
revenue and make up for some 
spirit lost from budget cuts and 
major cuts,” said Kim Rutledge, 
director of Alumni Association.
“Our goals are to increase at­
tendance and fire everyone up,” 
she said. “We just want to ex­
pand and improve Homecoming 
each year.”
This year. Poly Reps has 
added Sp>eakers Forums for four 
Cal Poly Colleges. The Colleges 
of Liberal Arts, Agriculture, 
Business and Engineering each 
will have honored alums speak 
about their careers.
s
U
Dead Milkmen come to goof around at Loco Ranchero
“We are trying to provide 
more interaction between the 
honored alum and the students,” 
said Mike Lymen, the Poly Rep 
responsible for the Speakers 
Forum.
“In the past, the alums were 
very isolated. They interacted 
with the higher-ups and then 
were ushered away without a 
chance to talk to students,” he 
said.
This year, L5mien said, stu­
dents can listen to who the 
alums are, what they did and ask 
questions.
The Liberal Arts Speaker 
Forum is scheduled for today at 
11 a.m. in a wing of Chumash 
Auditorium. Speaking will be 
Paul Simon, bureau chief for the 
Associated Press in Omaha and a 
1973 journalism graduate.
Both the Agriculture and the 
Business Sp>eaker Forums are on 
Friday at 11 a.m.
Speaking for Agriculture will 
be Guenther Stotzky, a biology 
professor and former department 
head at New York University and 
a 1952 soil science graduate. He 
will speak in Room 123 of the 
Agricultural Engineering build­
ing.
Speaking for Business will be 
John Schmidt, an executive on 
the the California Wildlife Con­
servancy Board and a 1967 busi­
ness administration graduate. 
He will speak on the lawn out­
side of the Business Building.
The Engineering Speaker 
Forum will be on Friday at noon 
in the Engineering courtyard. 
Speaking will be Gary Boerman, 
a materials engineering graduate 
and corporate d irector -  
materials for FMC, Inc.
This year’s Homecoming 
Parade is taking place downtown 
on Higuera Street from 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m, on Saturday, Rutledge 
said the parade will have the 
usual awards, including best car, 
best truck and best theme. Win­
ners will be announced at 
halftime of the Homecoming 
Game. Miss California will be 
one of the participants of the 
parade. Participants will toss out 
into the crowd to generate inter­
action.
Later that night. Homecoming 
celebrants can catch the football 
game at Mustang Stadium 
against Sacramento State at 7 
p.m.
A major event happening 
Friday is the seventh annual 
Laugh Olympics, sponsored by 
Poly Reps.
“Laugh Olympics is a fun 
event, where groups of five to 10 
people can compete in events like 
swimming relay races and 
making sundaes on someone’s 
face,” said Joel DeYoung, ASI 
greek relations coordinator.
DeYoung said his job involves 
getting the greek community 
more involved with Homecoming,
“We want more participation 
and more unity, like other 
schools’ homecomings,” he said.
By Carissa Wreden
Staff Writer
Reflex Magazine said it 
started out as a New Year’s Eve 
spoof, a geeky joke on punk. 
Some things never change.
Thirteen years and six albums 
later. The Dead Milkmen are 
still busy poking fun at society 
and proving themselves to be a 
joke band with staying power.
The Philadelphia foursome 
will roll into San Luis Obispo 
Sunday night for a show at Loco 
Ranchero.
Previous Milkmen antics 
during two M'TV appearances 
give insight into what concert- 
goers can expect from the quar­
tet.
During MTV’s 120 Minutes, 
the group sang a song about how 
it didn’t want to be there. The 
band members also made a 
mockery of a Club M'TV show by 
handcuffing themselves to host 
Downtown Julie Brown.
Their sixth album, “Soul Rota­
tion,” like the Milkmen, is full of 
surprises (and name changes). 
'There are no new band members 
on this album, only Joe Jack Tal- 
cum , Vocali s t / g u i t a r i s t , 
masquerading as Butterfly Fair- 
weather and Rodney Anonymous 
hiding behind his new name, 
H.P. Hovercraft,
Hovercraft said he made the 
change because he thought he 
was just going to play keyboards 
on the new album.
“I didn’t think I was going to 
sing, so I thought it would be 
really cool to make everybody 
think I quit,” he said. “I just
wanted to be somebody else.”
If Hovercraft’s name bears a 
striking resemblance to that of 
horror writer H.P. Lovecraft, it’s 
not a m ere coincidence. 
Hovercraft said he had a 
hardcover book by the author 
stolen when touring in Yugos­
lavia because, “Yugoslavians are 
these Lovecraft fanatics and 
have trouble getting the books.
“'That was kind of weird and I 
thought, ‘Wow, I should change 
my name,’” he said.
'The band’s sound has under­
gone some heavy shakeups as 
well. Hovercraft said he is 
pleased with the results. While 
the group is still as irreverent 
and sarcastic as ever, “Soul Rota­
tion” is much more tuneful and 
does not feature the chord bash­
ing, slightly off-key, punk-style 
found in previous Milkmen hits 
like 1985’s “Bitchin’ Camaro.”
“I’m happy with the fact that 
it sounds a lot different,” 
Hovercraft said. “I wish it would 
have been totally unrecog­
nizable.”
Hovercraft said the band used 
a different formula in construct­
ing it’s latest effort. Hovercraft 
compared the album to a sculp­
ture. He said when a sculptor 
looks at block of granite, he can 
see the sculpture in the rock and 
merely chisels away the excess.
“That’s kind of the way this 
album was. It was just waiting to 
make itself,” he said.
After a two-year break. 
Hovercraft said the band literal­
ly attacked the project. “People 
in our band who don’t normally 
write music wrote music for this.
f
PHOTO BY GEORGE MOORE
The iun-loving Dead Milkmen will play this Sunday In an 18 and over show at Loco Ranchero.
People who don’t write lyrics 
lATote lyrics for it; everybody had 
something they were just chomp­
ing at the bit to do,” he said,
'The band “concentrated basi­
cally on the music and what 
could be added to th a t,” 
Hovercraft said, instead of 
preparing lyrics ahead of time.
'Die efforts of the four are evi­
dent. 'The upbeat ska of “A Blade 
in Greenland,” the fun, funky 
“How it’s Gonna Be” and the live­
ly “Big Scary Place” keep the 
album rolling along. Interspersed
among these are several soft, 
melodic, REM-type tracks like 
“Belfonte’s Inferno” and “All 
Around the World.”
Even with tuned guitars, the 
Milkmen have not forgotten their 
roots. Included in “Soul Rota­
tion’s” eclectic song list are two 
tracks that should please even 
the hard-core fans. “Wonderfully 
Colored Plastic War 'Ibys” and 
“Conspiracy Song” conjure up 
memories of the early Milkmen’s 
raw, grating punk sound.
Despite the obvious college
appeal of the album. Hovercraft 
said the band isn’t necessarily 
aiming for a college audience.
He said that in the beginning, 
the Milkmen would play for 
anyone who would come see 
them, and doesn’t feel like that 
has changed over the years.
“Whoever you are, if you like 
us, fine,” he said.
Doors open ,fo r The Dead 
Milkmen show at 8 p.m. Tickets 
are available at the door for $8.
17811133
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Art exhibition gives support to AIDS network
By A n ita  K re ile
Staff Writer
In coiijunetuMi \Mth AIDS 
Awareness Month, the ISSJ Art 
For Life exhibition is eiirrentl> 
on display at Linnaea's Cafe in 
dowTitow'n San Luis Obispo.
The artwork will be on display 
at the cafe until Oct. 25.
A silent auction of the art is 
being conducted to benefit the 
San Luis Obispo AIDS Support 
Network. The non-profit group 
provides services for AIDS ntc- 
tims and their families.
The collaborative effort 
presents a variety of art styles 
and media for viewing and pur­
chase. Watercolors, oils, acrylics 
and mixed media assemblage are 
among the pieces contributed by 
artists and collectors.
Bryan Reynolds, artist and 
this year’s coordinator of the 
event, spoke about the diverse 
backgrounds of the artists.
“Some of them are HIV posi­
tive, some have friends or family 
who are suffering from, or have 
been lost to, AIDS, some do sup­
port work, some have no contact 
with it and just wanted to help, 
it’s an interesting mix,” he said. 
“The art community has tradi­
tionally been involved with the 
AIDS community, so it’s natural 
for this collaboration to come 
about.”
Art For Life, in its second 
year, is organized by its con­
tributors. Although the show is 
well put together and received, 
Reynolds said the project would 
benefit from sponsorship by an 
art organization.
“I.Kast year I was a contributor, 
this year I’m coordinator. We 
would really like to see a ItKal
group take over the project so 
the artists don’t have to do the 
organizing." he said.
Many of the pieces on display 
directly confront the prejudice 
and misconceptions surrounding 
HD’, others are celebrations of 
life and some are just great art.
“The art community 
has traditionally been 
involved with the AIDS 
community, so it’s 
natural for this 
collaboration to 
come about.’’
Bryan Reynolds, 
Art For Life coordinator
The exploration of duality and 
conflict is a familiar theme of art 
and finds its expression in much 
of the exhibit.
William Gordon, a doctor who 
treats many of the AIDS patients 
in the area, contributed a collec­
tion of photographs, using AIDS 
related viruses and fungi for sub­
ject matter.
Hidden in the body, these 
microorganisms become visible 
only through the hideous 
manifestation of disease.
Outside the body, they take 
on an in triguing  quality. 
Rendered inactive and harmless 
by the camera, they become both 
beautiful and alluring, drawing 
viewers in until the truth of 
what they are seeing causes 
them to recoil.
The artist’s projection of a 
selected image of reality serves 
as a reminder that, whether an 
image is perceived through the 
lens of the camera, or the lens of 
the eye, an image is just that — 
a piece of reality filtered through 
an individual’s own pierceptions.
It is a theme’ explored 
throughout the exhibit. One of 
the largest pieces on display, a 
work entitled “Because Of Me,” 
is a mixed media collage framing 
a broken mirror, which was con­
tributed by Los Osos artists 
Richard and Carol Manuputy.
According to the accompany­
ing artist statement, “...All of us 
carry a glimpse of the truth and
the solution, yet we mostly look 
at things through the broken 
glass of our own mirror reflec­
tions.”
In addition to technical medi­
cal references to AIDS, the piece 
includes elements depicting 
society’s judgments about HFV 
and its victims.
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SHERRY )LER/Mjstang Daily
September Bride,” by Steve Kay, Is on display at Linnaea’s.
“Our inspiration was thinking 
about how AIDS didn’t fit into 
the whole culture, and our 
society’s weird, twisted view of 
sex,” Carol Manuputy said.
“Our inspiration was 
thinking about how 
AiDS didn’t fit into 
the whoie culture,’’
Carol Manuputy, 
local artist
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily
All proceeds from the Art For Life exhibit silent auction will be donate i  to the AIDS Support Network.
An image of the Madonna 
crowned by a halo of text that 
reads, “completely safe sex,” is 
one of the elements portraying 
what Richard called “The guilt 
and shame associated with AIDS 
and sex, the religious blame.” 
“The way we relate to people 
around ..s is a direct reflection of
the feelings that are triggered in 
us by our surroundings,” he said. 
“Through the broken mirror you 
juxtapose yourself against the
other elements that are jux­
taposed in the piece. Each person 
sees a different piece because his
own reflection is added to it.”
The shattered mirror also 
represents the shattered lives of 
AIDS patients, Carol said.
“They become fragmented, 
they are a splinter group. They 
aren’t part of the whole society,” 
she said.
“Some people are moved by 
what they see and their reactions 
are integrated into the composi­
tion,” Carol added. “Others take 
a look, point at a few things and 
then say, ‘Oh! A mirror! How do I 
look?’, and they primp.”
A reception was held at Lin­
naea’s 'Tuesday night for the art 
exhibit. Representatives of the 
exhibit said they were were 
pleased to have received $1,000 
in bids at the reception.
Music was provided by The 
Larkspur Quartet and 'The Des­
sert Show in Morro Bay catered 
the affair.
Approximately 200 people at­
tended over the course of the 
evening.
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Dance group cornes to Poly
By Julia Greenberg
Staff Writer
No, Jimi Hendrix isn’t back, but 
theatre-goers can catch his spirit this 
FViday and Saturday when the New York 
based Bebe Miller Dance Company per­
forms “The Hendrix Project,” a series of 
dances set to several songs by the late 
iconoclastic rocker.
The two shows will take place in the 
Cal Poly Theatre at 8 p.m.
The Bebe Miller Dance Company is 
known for stretching the art of movement 
from traditional to abstract.
Each night’s show will feature dif­
ferent works.
Friday night’s performance will begin 
with Hendrix’s controversial guitar a r­
rangement of “The Star-Spangled Ban­
ner.”
Described by the San Francisco 
Chronicle as “a combination of hard- 
edged modern and the atmosphere of the 
street,” the dance incorporates pop dance 
styles of the times.
Saturday’s performance will include a 
new work in progress and dances, such as 
“Attraction,” a swift, contemporary piece 
about modem relationships.
“The dancing is great,” said Peter 
Wilt, Cal Poly Theatre and program 
manager.
“We’ve been trying to get Bebe Miller 
for some time because she’s so good at
combining her music with modern 
dance,” he said.
The dance company will be performing 
off stage as well, doing community ser­
vice. It will be teaching dance moves 
Thursday night at the California Men’s 
Colony and holding master classes at the 
Academy of Dance in downtown San 
Luis.
Miller has been choreographing since 
1978 and formed her own company in 
1984. She has received commissions from 
many of the country’s leading contem­
porary dance companies.
The performances are part of Cal Poly 
Arts’ Center Stage Series. This is the 
second production in a series of six this 
season.
The Bebe Miller Residency at Cal Poly 
is supported with funds provided by 
Dance on Tour, the National Endowment 
for the Arts, Western States Arts Federa­
tion and the California Arts Council.
Other funding has been provided by 
Cal Poly Arts support groups and 
fundraisers.
Concert tickets are $15 and $13 for the 
public and $13 and $11 for students and
seniors. Students can receive an addition­
al $3 discount on any remaining tickets 
15 minutes before curtain. For reserva­
tions, call the Anytime Artsline at 
756-1421.
PHOTO BY LOIS GREENFIELD
The Bebe Miller Dance Company will perform at the Cal Poly Theatre this weekend.
Pismo Beach holds Clam Festival
4 6 t h  a n n u a l  e v e n t  i n c l u d e s  c l a m  c h o w d e r  c o m p e t i t i o n
Monique McCarty
Staff Writer
Chowder down this weekend 
in Pismo Beach, as the city 
hosts its 46th Annual Clam 
Festival on Saturday and Sun­
day.
The festival celebrates the 
city’s most famous resident 
...the Pismo Clam.
The festival begins with the 
Miss Pismo Beach competition 
Friday night at the Veteran’s 
Memorial Building.
The woman who wins will 
reign over the festivities this 
weekend and will compete in 
the Miss California-USA 
preliminary, according to a 
press release from the Clam 
Festival Committee.
Marching bands and drill 
teams will kick off the festival’s 
parade at 10 a.m. on Saturday.
After the parade ends in the 
Pismo Beach pier parking lot, 
the games begin.
For a dollar, visitors can lis­
ten to live entertainment, taste 
a variety of foods.
There also will be game and 
clothing booths to browse 
among.
The $1 admission charge is 
refunded through a $1 discount 
on clam chowder or the pur­
chase of an official festival T- 
shirt, according to the release.
A highlight of the event is 
the “World’s Best Clam Chow­
der” competition. Approximate­
ly 24 Central Coast res­
taurants will compete for this
Patrons of the Clam Festival 
have the opportunity to cast 
their votes for their favorite 
clam chowder after taking 
taste tests of the various 
entries.
The clam chowder competi­
tion will take place at the 
Pismo Pier on Saturday at 1 
p.m.
Other festival activities in­
clude a kite flying contest, a 
rubber duck regatta, a fish fry, 
sand sculpture contest, a motel 
maid bed-making contest, ten­
nis tournament, the rock and 
roll Olympics, a clam dig for 
prizes and body boarding.
Festival activities begin at 
10 a.m. and conclude at 5 p.m. 
on both days.
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To Benefit: Democratic Campaign '92 
and SLO YMCA
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Big news... but not big enough
“Learned Ignorance,” a col­
lection of ceramic book forms 
by Michael Arntz are on dis­
play in the Cal Poly University 
Art Gallery l(x;ated in the Dex­
ter building.
The collection has been 
called “Innovative, vital and 
thought provoking,” by Henry 
Wessels, a Cal Poly professor of 
art and design.
According to Wessels, Arntz 
effectively uses the lowest, 
most common earth materials 
to expand on civilization’s 
highest intellectual pursuit.
Arntz is chair of the Art 
Department at the University 
of California Santa Barbara. 
His collection will be on display 
until Sunday, Oct. 25.
Gallery hours are 11 a.m. to 
4 p.m. daily, and 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. on Tuesday and Wednes­
day evenings. Admission is 
free.
Call Suzanne Imanil at 
756-1571 for more information.
MEChA presents a festive 
and cultural night with Cal 
Poly professor and poet Aluris- 
ta and muralist, musician and 
poet José Montoya Saturday. 
The event is being called a 
return to the genesis of the 
Chicane Renaissance.
The 8 p.m. event will take 
place at the Unitarian Univer­
sali st Fellowship. Tickets are 
$10 for general admission and 
seats are limited. For more in­
formation, call 547-1746.
*********
Get ready to rock all day 
long at “SLO JAM ‘92,” a 
benefit concert for Friday 
Night Live. The festival-style 
show is Sunday, from 1 p.m. to 
6 p.m. at the SLO Elks Ltxlge.
Local bands In trinsic , 
Mayhem, Spiced Ice and 
guitarist Tim Jackson will per­
form. All proceeds will go to 
Friday Night Live, a non-profit 
drug abuse prevention program 
for teenagers.
Tickets are $5 for FNL 
members and $6 for all others. 
Tickets are available at Boo 
Boo Records, Big Music and at 
the gate. All ages are welcome 
and bring lawnchairs and 
blankets. No ice chests allowed.
San Jose Taiko, an Asian- 
A m erican  en sem b le  of 
choreographed dancers and 
drummers, will perform Wed­
nesday, Oct. 21, in the Cal Pbly 
Theatre.
The 14 men and women 
dance to music from small and 
large drums, gourd rattles and 
traditional bamboo flutes. 
Musical pieces are a mix of 
Japanese, African, Latin and 
jazz rhythms.
Tickets are $13 and $11 for 
the gublic, and $11 and $9 for 
students and seniors. Students 
will receive an additional $3 off 
any remaining tickets 15 
minutes before the curtain. For 
reservations, call 756-1421.
A performance by the Bill 
Holman Big Band with Charlie 
and Sandi Shoemake on Oct. 
17, will mark the 20th anniver­
sary of Cuesta Jazz studies 
program. The 8 p.m. show is at 
the Cuesta College Auditorium.
The Bill Holman Big Band 
features professional studio 
musicians who play in fes­
tivals, concerts and clubs 
throughout the United States 
and Europe.
Holman received a Grammy 
in 1987 for best instnjmental 
arrangem ent for “Take a 
Train.”
Cambrian resident, Charlie 
Shoemake, is internationally 
known in the world of jazz for 
playing hard-swinging vibes.
Sandi Shbemake is a gifted 
and original jazz singer, who 
has gained national recognition 
while performing with the Si 
Zentner Orchestra. She also 
provided background vocals for 
Andy Williams, Dean Martin 
and Red Skeleton.
Tickets are $10 for students, 
seniors and Jazz Federation 
members and $12 for general 
admission.
Contact Bea Anderson at 
546-3198 for further informa­
tion.
Anyone wishing to join the 
Handel Oratorio Choir in per­
formances of Handel’s “Mes­
siah,” directed by Stephen Tbsh 
of Paso Robles, is encouraged to 
attend the first rehearsal from 
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday, 
Oct. 18 at the LDS Institute of 
Religion, located at 125 Califor­
nia Blvd.
Subsequent rehearsals will 
be held at the First Baptist 
Church of San Luis Obispo, lo­
cated at 2075 Johnson Ave.
No auditions are required to 
sing in the choir. Performances 
'will be Dec. 12 and 13.
Participants are asked to 
bring a score, or a $5 deposit to 
rent one.
For more information, call 
543-7239 in the South County 
and 466-7203 in the North 
County.
Interested in writing public 
service announcements, design­
ing T-shirts and helping or­
ganize benefits?
If so, the grass-roots or­
ganization Planetary Suiwival 
Alliance is looking for volun­
teer students from art, graphic 
design and journalism majors.
PSA is a local chapter of 
Rainforest Action Network, 
which strives to save rain­
forests, indigenous peoples, the 
ozone layer and completing 
local reforestation projects.
For more information, call 
Zaxa (pronounced Shasha) 
Masferrer at 543-7248. It 
might turn into an interesting 
senior project.
thursday, October 15
_l T.A.’s Cantina presents 
Magaritaville Night featuring 
Spiced Ice at 9 p.m.
□ The Ripsters perform at 
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. 
for a $2 cover.
□ Social Distortion plays with 
The Muffs at Loco Ranchero 
in a special 18 and over show 
at 8 p.m.
J  Mr. Rick’s presents the 
Roadhouse Rockers at 9 p.m.
friday, October 16
Ü Forecast performs at Mr. 
Rick’s at 9 p.m.
J  The Haze performs at T.A.’s 
Cantina at 9 p.m. No cover 
charge with student ID.
J SLO Brewing Co. presents 
Raging Arb and the Ri'dheads 
at 9:30 p.m. for a $3 cover.
J  Rob Kimball and Pete Morin 
play newgrass music at E art­
hling Bookshop at 8 p.m.
CALENDAR
□ Nolan Anthony plays acous­
tic folk music at Linnaea’s 
Cafe at 8 p.m.
ii>  O i
Saturday, October 17
□ T.A.’s Cantina presents 
ivZOZ Kazi Night featuring 
Trojan Country Club and Go 
Down Moses at 9 p.m.
□ Peter Will and Skelton Crew 
play at SLO Brewing Co. at 
9:30 p.m. for a $3 cover.
□ Bob and Wendy perform at 
Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m.
J  Glenn Meyer performs 60s 
music and originals at E art­
hling Bookshop at 8 p.m.
J  M r. R ic k ’s p resen ts  
Forecast at 9 p.m.
S u n d a y ,  O c t o b e r  18
J  The Dead Milkmen and 
Skankin’ Pickle play at Loco 
Ranchero at 8 p.m.
J  The Ripsters and Detroit 
Power play at Mr. Rick’s 
beginning at 4 p.m.
□ SLO Brewing Co. presents 
an Oktoberfest Celebration 
with a live oom-pah band, from 
2-4 p.m.
□ TJV.’s Cantina presents 
Uncle Albert’s Metal Shop.
monday, October 19
□ Tj V.’s Cantina presents the 
Guy Budd Band at 9 p.m.
□ Mr. Rick’s presents Open 
Mie Night at 8 p.m.
□ Linnaea’s Cafe presents 
conversations with Amnesty 
International at 8 p.m.
tuesday, October 20
-1 T.A.’s Cantina presents 
acoustic music with T.A.’s Un­
plugged at 9 p.m.
^  Paul Beeler and James Thur­
man play folk and bluegrass 
music at Linnaea’s Cafe 8 
p.m.
J  Mike and John play at Mr. 
Rick’s.
CONCERTS
Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los Angeles, (213) 
480-3232
— Santa  M aria, (805) 
583-8700
bay area
□The Doobie B rothers,
10/19, Concord Pavilion 
□Bruce Springsteen, 10/21, 
22, Shoreline Am pi theatre 
□ Jerry  Garcia Band, 10/31, 
Oakland Coliseum 
□The Black Crowes, 11/1, 
Concord Pavilion 
□U2, 11/7, Oakland Stadium
□ J o e  S a t r i a n i ,  11/9, 
Berkeley Community Theatre
□ Black Sabbath, Exodus, 
11/13, Henry J. Kaiser 
Auditorium
ventura area
□Patty Loveless, 10/24, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre 
□Ray Charles, 11/15, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre
los anídeles area
□Morrissey, 10/17, Pacific 
Amphitheatre
□The Doobie Brothers,
10/18, The Greek Am- 
pitheatre
□ T he B lack  C ro w es, 
10/20,21,23, The Greek Am- 
pitheatre
Finding out how our football team does 
shouldn’t be a ‘Sports Challenge.’
Complete coverage of Poly’s sports teams in SportsMonday —  every Monday.
MusdvngDaiiy
We’re getting awfully tired of covering bomb threats.
week ending 10/11/92
1. Thelonious Moastcr 
"Beautiful Mess"
2. Darling Buds 
"Erotica"
3. Sugar 
"Copper Blue"
4. Monks of Doom 
"forgery"
5. Mary's Danish 
"American Standard"
6. Throwing Muses 
"Red Heaven"
7. Singles Soundtrack
8. Nine Inch Nails 
"Broken" e.p.
9. Overwhelming Colorfast
"Overwhelming Colorfast" 
10.James Brown 
"Love Power Peace"
If you 
were 
trapped 
on a 
desert 
island 
with 
only 
one 
thing 
to read, 
we
of us.
All the campus and 
city news that’s 
relevant to you, plus 
an opinionated 
opinion section and 
complete arts and 
sports coverage.
Dmiy
Pick us up, 
take us home.
xceei pectations
/[f Dcloittc 6^ louche, our mission is io consistently exceeJ the expectations o f our 
clients anJ our people.
hor you, this means unlimiteJ opportunities to grow, professionally anJ personally.
So why not join a firm that will exceeJ your expectations t'
\a tiona l representatives will he on campus on I'riJay, (.\~toher 10th to Jiscuss 
career opportunities with our firm in all I '.S. ^  ■ , , ,
locations, incluJiny Los Anyeles, Orange County, U c lU lllv Q l
.SiU? I'rand SCO, anJ San Jose. •
¡'or more information, contact your 
placement office.
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GOOD
HEALTH
BEGINS
HERE.
• V
S o 'fS
S • £  •£
2  FOR 1 ENROLLMENT
CaU or stop by for details TODAY!
STEP REEBOK KNEEDSPEED SLIDE AEROBICS
COMPLETE CARDIO CENTER
FITNESS MACHINES FREE WEIGHTS
FREE BABYSITTING & PERSONAL TRAINING
AEROBIC STUDIO
5546 & O guea, SLO 
54Ü ?180
Copeland’s Sports
*M a ll H ours  W ill V a ry
EVERYTHING IN STOCK!
EXCEPT G O LD  M ED A L ITEM S
QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN 
EFFECT. 20% OFF CURRENT PRICES MAY 
BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
A iKcnicc ol GokftGym Envoritet Inc
JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
C U R R E N T 2 0 * .0 F F
PRICE P R IC E
Special Group «  E i  9 9
H ik in g  B o o ts ........................................... 1 9 .9 9  I  O
Special Group 4  |C 9 9
G o lf S h o e s ............................................... 1 9 .9 9  I  9
Special Group ^ 9 ^ 9 9 9
K id 's  B a s k e tb a ll S h o e s ....................  2 9 .9 9
Rolling Thunder ^ 9 ^ 9 9 9
In -L in e  S k a te  (Sizes 2 - i2 ) ................... 4 9 .9 9  ^ « 5
Special Group (Disc. Styles) ^ 9 ^ 9 9 9
Nike Exposed A ir Basketball Shoes. 4 9 .9 9  O w
A ll W re s tlin g  S h o es  in S to c k ... .  20'*0FF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
C U R R E N T 2 0 ° .O F F
PRICE P R IC E
3 Through PW «  C 0 9 9
G ra p h ite  S h a fte d  Iro n  S e t .............  1 9 9 .9 9  1 3 9
0 7 9 9
P ro  Touch G o lf B a g ...........................  3 4 .9 9  b #
Full W et S u its  3 / 2 ...............................  9 9 .9 9  7 9 9 9
Donnay Agassi Vengeance E iB 1 9 9
O v e rs ize  C o m p o s ite  R a c q u e t......  6 9 .9 9  « 5 3
Special Group O A 9 % d * ^ B ?
Tennis F ra m e s ......................................  C U  U r P
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
A ll S o ftb a ll E q u ip m e n t.......  .............  20°'OFF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
X C -S k i M a c h in e s ............. .................... 2 0 '’^‘'0FF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
W e ig h tliftin g  E q u ip m e n t...... ..........  20°'OFF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
S te p p e rs ................ ..................................  2 0 ’'0FF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
E xerc ise  B ik e s ............ .......................... 20'-'''0FF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
C U R R EN T ? 0 “ ..0 F F
PRICE P R IC E
Special Group * V 9 3
N ik e  Tank T o p s ..................................... 9 .9 9  JT
Special Group «  ^ ^ 5 9
N ik e  J e rs e y  S h o rts ............................  1 6 .9 9  I  3
Special Group Fleece 1 X 5 9
W o rko u t S h o r ts ...................................  6 .9 9  3
Special Group Nylon or Cotton «  B X 9 9
Lycra R unning  T ig h ts ........................  1 9 .9 9  I  3
Speci.-il Group 100' m Cotton «  K X 9 9
P iq u e  P la c k e t S h ir ts .........................  1 9 .9 9  I  3
“B o lle ” S h ie ld  S u n g la s s e s .............  2 9 .9 9  2^1^^
Entire Stock O f l “» n n E
S w im  G ogg les  & A c c e s s o r ie s ...... U s  ■
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
A ll A th le tic  B a g s ............ ....................  20°°0FF
C U R R E N T  P R IC E S
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Copeland’s Sports
9 6 2  M O N T E R E Y  STREET
S A N  LU IS O B IS P O
ATHLEHC APPAREL &  ACCESSORIES
All the city and 
campus news. 
♦
An
opinionated
opinion
section.
♦
Weekly
arts
coverage.
♦
Complete sports 
coverage.
♦
Oh so much
more.
The Daily.
Smart paper. 
Smart school.
WE HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S 
LARGEST SELECTION OF 
MOUNTAIN a ROAD BIKES!
n i s h i k i
BRIDGESTONE
SCHW INN
CYCLERY
kestrel
SPECIALIZED
> ¡i/e AccentOtt/^  cOKlutitcts 
• kie-t tU htstpt^ ice^!
SLO LOS OSOS
198 SOUTH ST. 2179 lOTH ST. 
543-4416 528-5115
ULZ r a  &
WE RACE
YOU WIN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile' 
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As 
race car builders, we follow a car through its 
entire life span often only a matter of hours 
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and 
Daytona applies directly to the way we main­
tain your car We’ll tune it for top performance 
»111(1 make the minor repairs that can save you 
.1 ma|or overfiaul further down the road 
Our pm es are reasonable and our 
^(‘rvi( (^  IS tfu’ ties! •  ■
R»u ing c .ir owners trust Gernian
us. slKHikln I yoiC
Specialising m Porsche. Audi BMW Mercedes. Volvo i  VW
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 543 7473
FRIDAY IS FREE M USIC DAY
NO CHARGE FOR CD JUKEBOX PUY
BACKSTAGE PIZZA IS LOCATED 
DOWNSTAIRS IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION
OPEN M ON.- THURS. 10A.M. - 10P.M. 
FRIDAY 10A .M .-8P .M .
SAT. 10A .M .-8P .M .
SUN. N O O N -1 0P.M.
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From page 6
Fresno State, which was com­
ing off wins over No. 23-ranked 
Wyoming and No. 22-ranked 
Colorado State, improved to 9-6.
“We shouldn’t be losing to 
these teams,” said Cal Poly out­
side hitter Eileen Bermundo. 
“When we play a so-so team, we 
believe we can win. But when we 
play tougher teams, we don’t 
believe we can pull it out.”
Cal Poly outside hitter Jen­
nifer Jeffrey said she felt the 
Mustangs were playing hard, but 
mistakes at bad times killed 
them.
The Mustangs stayed close 
with the hard-hitting Bulldogs 
throughout the first game. But 
with six service errors. Cal Poly 
was unable to overtake Fresno.
The Bulldogs took the second 
game fairly easily behind some 
thunderous hits by seniors Suzie 
Regul and Andrea Radmilovich.
“We hit harder, but their out­
side hitters frustrate you,” said 
Bulldog head coach Lindy Vivas. 
“'They’re so quick.”
Quickness helped Cal Poly 
finish with 108 digs to Fresno’s 
102.
Cal Poly All-American can­
didate Lael Perlstrom, led the 
Mustangs with 26 digs, an unen­
viable task after seeing the 
Bulldogs’ front line pummel the 
ball.
'The Bulldogs were led in digs 
by Radmilovich with 30. She also 
led her team with 21 kills and 
five service aces.
Cal Poly’s lone win came in 
game three behind the big
swings of Meygan Androvich and 
Berm undo. The M ustangs 
jumped to 14-5 before struggling 
to take the 15-12 victory.
'The final game had the Mus­
tangs and Bulldogs exchanging 
kills to a 9-9 tie. But again Rad­
milovich and Regul swung their 
team to a 15-9 victory.
“(Monday’s loss) is so us,” Ber­
mundo said. “I think it’s a men­
tal thing. When we let (frustra­
tion) build up, we don’t play well 
anymore.”
Androvich led the team with 
23 kills and performed well in 
the back court with 16 digs. Ber­
mundo was second on the team 
with 21 kills.
Cal Poly will play its next six 
games on the road, starting at 
Sacramento State on Saturday.
The Mustangs’ next home 
game is Nov. 6 against Texas 
A&M.
HUFFINGTON
From page 1
Separate from his party’s 
platform, Huffington is pro- 
choice on abortion.
“(Pregnant women) need to 
make the decision, not me.” 
Anti-discrimination and en­
vironmental issues are also im­
portant Huffington. He is a 
member of the Natural Resource 
Defense Council.
According to reports, Huf­
fington has spent $3.4 million on 
his campaign. He said the money 
was spent to make his name and 
message known throughout this
congressional district.
Huffington has faced much 
criticism for turning away finan­
cial support for his campaign — 
including funding from the 
Republican Party and political 
action committees. His campaign 
is supported solely by personal 
funds.
“I am my own man,” he said.
Huffington said he supports 
an eight-year term limit for Con­
gress. He stresses the need for 
reform in the American political 
system. “We have to heal, rather 
than divide,” Hufffington said.
RAY CESAR SANCHEZ/Mustang Daily
•NEWSFLASH!
Would you like to be a hero at your old high school? Share your 
experiences with the hometown kids? If you'd like to visit your 
old high school during quarter break and encourage others to 
join you at Cal Poly, let us give you the training & materials to 
do it right!! University Outreach Services & the POLY REPS are 
holding an information meeting for crurrent Cal Poly students 
on Oct. 21st at 7:00pm In Bldg. 52, Rm E45. We will then offer 
a training session on Sat. O ct 24th In UU, Boom 220 from 
lO.OOam until 2:00pm Please call Michelle at 541-0590 with 
any questions you may have.
IMPERIAL CHINA
Cantonese & Szechuan Cuisine 
Dim Sum every Saturciay 
and Sunday ^ ^
am  fBii$
Open 7 Days 11:30am - 10:00pm 
Catering available 544-1668 543-1818 
667 C Marsh St. (next to Wells Fargo), SLO, CA 93401
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HOSPITAL
From page 1
them without question. Money 
isn’t an issue. Last year we lost 
almost $2 million. That’s probab­
ly just as much as General, if not 
more. It’s not usually something 
I tell people, but we’re not com­
plaining. Sometimes you take a 
loss, but that’s not the point. Our 
main concern is helping people.”
Fran Coughlin, who directs 
ambulatory care services at 
General Hospital, said the coun­
ty has a lot to lose if General 
closes and does not reopen.
According to Coughlin, 
General offers many programs 
that aren’t available elsewhere. 
Some programs include the 
dialysis unit, the mental health 
unit, the pharmacy, the primary 
care unit and the obstetric unit, 
which offers services to high-risk 
mothers in the county.
Coughlin administers one 
such program: the Suspected 
Abuse Response Team (SART). 
She said the program is extreme­
ly vulnerable and may be discon­
tinued if the hospital closes.
According to the 1989-1990 
Public Health Department An­
nual Report, approximately 30 to 
40 individuals, including child 
abuse victims, eire examined at 
General Hospital each month.
All SART exams are con­
ducted by a specially trained 
staff consisting of seven doctors 
and nurses from General Hospi­
tal and other local facilities.
The San Luis Obispo County 
Commission on the Status of 
Women, is concerned about the 
future of the SART program.
In a recent report presented 
to the County Board of Super­
visors, the Commission stated: 
“The members of the commission 
do not want this issue, which 
primarily impacts females, to fall 
between the proverbial cracks in 
the decision-making process.”
Coughlin said General Hospi­
tal is more than just a hospital. 
She said it also offers integrated 
clinics to make up a whole health 
care system.
Last year, General’s out­
patient clinic received ap­
proximately 35,000 patients at 
the Family Health Care Center 
and about 20,000 in the emer­
gency department general clinic.
These Family Health Care
Centers, licensed through 
General, have served uninsured 
and underinsured patients since 
the 1970s.
Statistics show the number of 
patient visits is rising.
“There are 15 physicians at 
the Family Health Care Center,” 
Steinmann said. “No other hospi­
tal in the area has the capability 
to have clinics, but we do.
“We’re allowed to employ 
physicians and private hospitals 
aren’t,” she said. “That in itself 
makes us extremely different. It 
makes our health care more ac­
cessible.”
Coughlin said the staff at 
General knows how to take care 
of the needy patients that come 
to them for treatment.
“We are the keepers of these 
people,” she said. “We know how 
to take care of them. When you 
dilute that and put them out into 
the private sector, they won’t get 
the high degree of specialty and 
care we offer here.
“I worry about the programs 
and the people who depend on 
them to survive,” she said.
“If it all comes down to a 
monetary issue, who will be 
there to advocate for the needy 
patients when we’re gone?
“All we can do is hope the 
voters make the right decision. 
Until then, we will continue to do 
what we do best — give affor­
dable care to everybody,” she 
said.
m
f
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily 
Officials say loss of the hospital will hurt those who need it most.
Bomb scare threatens campus again
By Gabe Joynt
Staff Writer
A bomb threat forced the 
evacuation of custodial and 
food service workers from cam­
pus buildings early Wednesday 
morning.
The threat, which stated a 
bomb was to detonate at 4 a.m., 
was phoned-in to the Ad­
ministration Building informa­
tion desk at 3:48 p.m. Tuesday, 
according to Public Safety Sgt. 
Steve Schroeder.
“(This threat) was unusual,” 
Schroeder said. Because of the
time the bomb was supposed to 
go off, “the motive was not to 
get out of class or a midterm,” 
he said.
Although Schroeder noted 
that Cal Poly “hasn’t had an ac­
tual bomb go off on campus” 
despite numerous threats in 
the past, he said normal 
precautions were taken.
All workers who were sup­
posed to be in buildings were 
moved into a bomb-inspected 
site until the threat was past, 
Schroeder said.
, - ^ t h eDaiiy Pick us up, take us home.
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From page 1 
fhe county.
Statistics from the Individual 
Hospital Discharge Data Sum­
mary reports generated by the 
Office of Statewide Health Plan­
ning and Development showed 
79 percent of the 2,350 patients 
discharged from the hospital in 
1991 were adult females.
In its study, the commission 
identified four main concerns 
regarding the possible closure of 
the hospital. These included ef­
fects on both uninsured and un­
derinsured patients, the disposi­
tion of county programs, such as 
the Suspected Abuse Response 
Team, and the financial impact 
on existing satellite clinics.
Tlie commission report indi­
cated it wanted to be sure 
patients would obtain one level 
of care regardless of their ability 
to pay.
Commission chair Pat Harris
vices to an increasing number of 
people,” it stated.
“It really brought to our atten­
tion the health care needs of the 
women in the county,” said Fifth 
District Supervisor David Blake­
ly. “It also showed the important 
role General Hospital plays in 
meeting those unique needs.
“The report very definitely in­
fluenced my decision. I was al­
ready a supporter of General 
Hospital, but the report affirmed 
my beliefs,” he said.
Blakely said the board un­
animously voted to do a follow-up 
study on the commission’s 
figures.
said the report showed a need for 
access to health care for women.
“We set out to do a simple 
study and it turned out to be a 
major undertaking,” she said. “It 
was a great project and showed 
women would be greatly affected 
by the closing of General Hospi­
tal.”
The report supported main­
taining General Hospital and its 
“continuum” of services.
“Closure of General Hospital 
could compromise accessibility of 
both primary and acute care ser-
“We decided to bring in an 
outside expert to look into the 
facts,” he said. “The set of facts 
we saw were a little soft. I call it 
‘phantom’ information. We 
decided it would be best to bring 
in an outsider to confirm the 
figures so we can all work with 
the same statistics.”
County voters will be deciding 
the fate of General Hospital 
during the November election. 
Measure F, if passed, will 
provide funding to build a new 
hospital facility. General Hospi­
tal’s 60-year-old structure does 
not meet current seismic codes.
McBirnie said she hopes 
people will consider the commis­
sion’s study when making their 
decision.
M u sta n g
DAILY
the only 
paper you can 
afford
ONE DAY (|NLY SALE
CALENDAR GIRL
Start Your Membership for only
960
O n M o n .  O c t 1 9
Includes:
Aerobics, weights, stairmasters, step Reebok 
__________  & more!
Call or stop by for details!
\L 543-3465 964 Foothill Blvd.
I
Go vote, go home, go to 
sleep, get up, find out.
The day after the election, turn to us. We’ll be first with results from 
the nation and state, not to mention all the local races. Some say it’s 
best we hurry and get this election behind us. We’ll do our best.
MUSmNGDAIIY
Smart universify, smart newspaper.
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Campus Clubs
* SAM *
Presents: RarKiy Block 
from FRITOLAY Topic Sales Mgt 
SAT BIG HCDMECOMING-CARNIVAL & 
FT-BALL-into ® 11a in 08-123
En(
ITA/En'«
Oct 20 7pm (
jors
Info. Mtg 
' Subs!
Pre-Health Professions Society
Mu Delta Phi Mtg Th 10/15 F.Sci 
Room 286 ICE BRBkKER SATURDAY
SCE
DR MELVIN RAMEY TALKS ABOUT 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES 
IN CIVIL & ENV. ENGIN. TODAY 
AT 11:10 IN RM 118, BLDG 13
SPE
SOCIETY OF PETROLEUM ENGINEERS
PIZZA
FEED
OFCR.ELECTION
FRIDAY OCT.16 BLDG 13-127 4PM 
541-2138 TO GET ON THE BALLOT 
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
TAKIN THE 
EIT???
INFO SESSION TONIGHT 
RM13-110 ® 7P
THE ROSE FLOAT CLUB WANTS U
MTGS. THURS. 8 PM UU220 HELP 
BUILD IT! SAT. 10AM BLDG 78 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 756-1268
Announcements
ART PRINTS
INCREDIBLE SELECTION OF FINE 
ART PRINTS AVAILABLE NOW AT EL 
CORRAL. IMPRESSIONIST, MODERN, 
WESTERN AND MORE. ON SALE ALL 
THIS WEEK. LOW PRICES!
ASI
CULTURAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
POSITIONS OPEN FOR: STUDENT AT 
LARGE, AFRICAN AMERICAN, AND 
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT 
APPS AVAILABLE UU217A DUE 9/16
ASI REP
FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTOR 
APPLICATION AVAILABLE UURM217A
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
-or Trade Credit! New comics 
every Friday - New games weekly! 
THE SUB COMICS & POSTERS 
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED 
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR 
USED CD'S,TAPES & VIDEO GAMES 
LOWEST PRICES & HIGHEST TRADES 
783 MARSH SLO 544-0686
Announcements’'^ ^
DELTA UPSILON
SWEETHEART
RUSH
THUR PINNING
CALL SHANNON 544-5496 FOR INFO 
OR GREG 544-9842
Did You Know?
El Corral Computer Dept has 
recently opened the Computer 
Convenience Center located in 
the Air Conditioning Bldg.(12-102) 
We sell Disks,School Supplies 
&More. Hours M-Th 9am-9pm F 9-4
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
HEY YOU!!!
Backstage Pizza is looking lor 
performers to brighten up 
their stage. (Bands, solo 
artists, speakers, poets, etc.)
For more info on how you can 
p l^  drop by Backstage or 
call 756-4089^-ask 4 Jeanette
MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP DAILY 
AT 11:00 AM.
RECYCLE 
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG 
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE, 
THE CELLAR, THE UNIVERSITY 
UNION, FISHER SCIENCE. 
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY
Personals
30% - 50% OFF WOMENS SWIMWEAR 
DAFFY CRUZ RAISINS AND MORE! 
THE SEA BARN. AVILA BEACH
DEANNA BOETTCHER 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 
ENGAGEMENT TO MARK METE!! 
YOU TWO ARE AWESOME! 
GOOD LUCK! ERIN
HAS SOMEONE YOU LOVED DIED? 
HOSPICE GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP. 
FULL CIRCLE WILL START TUESDAY 
OCT.6 FROM 4-5:30 IN THE 
WELLNESS CENTER OF THE HEALTH 
SERVICES BUILDING. FOR 
INFORMATION CALL 544-2266
Greek News
AXQ
We would like to wish you 
a happy founders day!!
KI
^ ijire e lT N ew s atltPMPPH*' Opportunities
AXQ EK K A 0 FOB 
Panhelllenic 
Presents!
Chumash Audtiorium 
Sal Oct. 17 
10am-12pm
AO ZTA AOn
Delta Sigma Phi 
would like to congratulate and 
welcome our
91st Pledge 
Class 
F T
DELTACHI
Kappa Class
GET READY FOR A WILD TIME 9 
BROTHERHOOD NIGHT! BRING YOUR 
RAIN GEAR.-THE BROS.
GET YOUR BIG/LIL SIS SUPPLIES 
FROM THE CRAFT CENTER NOW! 
EVERYTHING FROM BALLONS TO 
TUMBLERS. COME CHECK US OUT!
LEIGH
YOU ARE A HOT ZETA PLEDGE!! 
YOUR BIG SIS LOVES YOU!! 
ARE YOU STILL STUMPED? 
YOU'LL FIND OUT TONIGHT!!
EK PRESENTS
THE ALPHA GAMME PLEDGE CLASS! 
Come Check em out this Sat.
SUPPORT CAL POLY FOOTBALL TEAM 
JOIN
<DA0 AND ZX
For all Greek Homecoming 
Tailgate 4:30 Sal Oct 17 
Near Stadium & New BUS. BLDG *
THANKS
AOn, IK . mCA. FOR AN AWESOME 
ROMPER ROOM SESSION 
THE BROTHERS OF I<bE
TO MY AXil BIG SIS JEN BAEKER: 
YOU WERE THE BEST SURPRISE! 
WE ARE GOING TO RAGEM LOVE YA! 
YOUR LI'L SIS JUDY
ZTA
Have a good founders day
The brothers of KZ
Lost & Found
FOUND
WOMEN'S EVENT 
WATCH in Lot 
Behind BLDG13 
Call 545-0985
LOST
SORORITY PIN ON CAMPUS NEAR 
FISCHER SCIENCE BLDG. OR 
PERIMETER 
REWARD
PLEASE CONTACT 541-1096 
ASK FOR KELLY
LOST HP CALCULATOR 10/4 
at Lbrary REWARD Call 547-0356
Wanted
WITNESS NEEDED Library P.Lot 
Did You See Thursday Accident 
invotving Truck backing into 
my car? Now her rich daddy is 
trying to blame me! Please 
call Mark at 547-0942
Services
MONEY FOR 
COLLEGE 
GUARANTEED
FOR FREE INFORMATION CONTACT 
STUDENT SOURCE (805) 473-3281
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
CALL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES 
(805) 646-4867
STuTdY HELP!
Falling Behind? CALL 773-3010
TUTORING: ALL LEVELS OF MATH. 
CHEM, BIO. ELM/MAPE PREP.
9 YRS EXP. MICHAEL 773-3342
Word Processing
CLASSIFIED COMPUTER 543-0321 
ALL TYPING & WORD PROCESSING 
FAST & ACCURATE MON-SAT 10-5
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING 
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143
Opportunities
•CAUTION: Make no investments before 
investigating advertisements in 
Opportunities which require 
investments in stock samples, 
equipment or cash bonds.
Alaska Summer Employment-fisheries. 
Earn $600+/week in canneries or 
$4,000+/monfh on fishing boats 
Free transportation! Room & Board! 
Male or Female. For employment
155 ext .A6005program call 206-545-41 !
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
MOTIVATED STUDENTS LEARN FROM 
THE FASTEST GROWING CO IN THE 
INDUSTRY. EARN $9K-$18K IN 
ONE SEASON WHILE MANAGING 
6-8 EMPLOYEES CALL U P 
1-(800)-400-9332
17 O
U
r,
I'm pouryi 'you
in gym c\A55, TYtinky.
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GREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just for calling 
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP
GAIN MARKETING.SALES.CUSTOMER 
SERVICE,PRODUCTION.ACCOUNTING, 
& HUMAN RELATIONS EXPERIENCE 
FROM THE LARGEST CORPORATION 
IN THE INDUSTRY WITH THE 
LONGEST PROVEN TRACK RECORD 
WE GUARANTEE $2500 IN COMPEN­
SATION WITH VAST OPPORTUNITY 
FOR MORE.CALL STUDENT WORKS 
PAINTING (FORMERLY STUDENT 
PAINTERS) 
1-800-394-6000
LIMITED POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Empioyment
Agricultural Future Brokerage 
Firm specializing in Options, 
seeks motivated, professional to 
join exparxiing agricultural 
hedging department. No cold 
calls, all leads provided. Contact 
D.L. Compton 9 800-926-0926.
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS 
Most positions filled by Nov.
Gain val. exp. managing 6-8 
employees, customers, arxl 
suppliers. Avg. earnings 
6-16,000+. Call 
“University Painting Pros*
-  - >525-5877.Info/appl. Call 800-
For Sale
COMPUTER
286 W/PTR. $750 JIM 528-2051
IBM PXT W/KEYBOARD & PRINTER 
INCL 2 WP PROGRAMS,SYMPHONY. 
GRAPHICS CARD $750 541-8246
POLY SURPLUS
AUCTION
SAT OCT 17TH 10AM AT WAREHOUSE 
PARTIAL LISTING: 100 BIKES.7 
VEHICLES. PHOTOGRAPY EQUIP.100 
COMPUTERS.TEST EQUIP. CALCUAL- 
TORS
CLOTHES, FURNITURE. PLUS 1000 S 
OF OTHER ITEMS
TERMS:CASH.CHECK,MC & VISA 3% 
WEST COAST AUCTIONEERS 
434-0202 CA LIC#A1596
STUN GUNS STOP TROUBLE Protect 
yourself with legal, 80,000 • 
150,000 volt stun guns. 528-5018
Mopeds & Cycles
Horxla Elite 80cc.ll's Red,It's 
Registered 4 Just $400 Also w/ 
Helmet 545-8901 Shelly!
Roommates
FEMALE CHRISTIAN RMMATE WANTED 
4 SHARE RM NS. PETS OKAY. QUIET 
2-BEDRM CONDO OFF SOUTH ST. 
$210/MO TRASH PAID AVAILABLE 
NOW CALL GABRIELLE 543-1053
Homes for Sale
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
01 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO.CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E
Religious
ST ANNE BYZ CATH-MASS9a-SUN10a 
222 FOOTHILL 543-8883
D O N ’ T MI SS  THE BUS!
Back to School 
Campus Tour
m «• ***** :** ****** ^
.............. . . . . .%'v , < .;■<
M
5 6l^ e a tu rin g O S /2
on^sd
Demonstration Busload 
Also Includes These Items:
• 57SX AACS Demo Machine with LaserDisc 
35SX with Bundled Offering Software
Does not include Monitor
m -M* .m C\
CL57SX Color Laptop
• N 5 1SLC Notebook
• N45SL Notebook
• L40SX Laptop
• Lexmark Portable Printer
•  Lexmark Loser Printer
Thursday 
9AM - 3PM 
University Union
|i EIG>rral Bcx>btore
